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THE VILLANOVAN

"Now, let's do this right," advised the captain.

"You," pointing to one, "Go this way, while you,"

signifying the other, "go that. I'll stand here to be

sure he doesn't get away. Now, beat it!"

The search continued for about fifteen minutes,

and then:—"Plere he is sir," came a voice.

The captain entered the room from which the

voice had come. It was a bedroom ; a desolate little

chamber made of plain boards and containing noth-

ing but a bed, a dresser and an old barrel. On the

bed lay a white, limp form, and on the floor was a

muddy uniform.

"Hey, you!" shouted the captain, "get up; you're

under arrest for desertion."

"It's no use, captain," came a weak voice. "I

can't. I'm sick. I'm not going to get up."

"Tumble out, lively now," roared the captain.

"Do you hear me, you bum? Get up and make it

snappy, too."

Barry was silent; his white cheeks became whiter.

"Curse you," shouted the captain. "Men, get him

up, yank him out of bed."

The two privates laid hold of him and pulled him
to a sitting posture.

"All right, yank him out. Out ! Do you hear me,

out!!!"

They yanked, held the limp form a moment and

then let go. It fell in a heap on the floor. The cap-

tain bent forward and then stiffened.

"God!" he gasped, "the fellow's dead!!!"

IN THE OLD CEMETERY

This is the Land of Dreams
Guarded by gaunt grey stones,

Where the wind calls

And the rain falls

Ovfer rusty earth enchalicing

Forgotten bones.

This is the Land of Dreams,

Dreams that past defeat;

Where some peace is,

And some sleep is,

For those who journeyed many leagues to

find

Rest for their feet.

LlAM MOR.

DAY'S GOING

Day wraps the twilight round her as a cloth,

And treads with pensive tread the western way,

High in the heavens one blue starry moth
Flutters within the moon's white level ray.

Daydusk is here, on holm and river shore,

Moves like a mystic light across the hill,

And in my heart is dusk for evermore

Since one who lit those nooks is quenched and still.

One who was gay as only youth is gay,

One who was beautiful with every gra^e.

Left me, since others called him far away
From the old love and the familiar place.

And so I stand as some unsentient stone,

While day goes west with him, and leaves me lone.
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